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MOODY’S REAFFIRMS NSW TRIPLE-A AND STABLE OUTLOOK 
 
Credit ratings agency Moody’s Investors’ Service (Moody’s) has today reaffirmed the NSW triple-A 
credit rating in a clear endorsement of the NSW Liberals & Nationals Government’s strong 
economic and financial management. 
 
Treasurer Andrew Constance welcomed the announcement which means NSW continues to hold 
the highest possible credit rating from both Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s. 
 
“When we were elected in 2011, we faced the real prospect of losing the triple-A had we not 
cleaned up Labor’s mess,” Mr Constance said. 
 
“We inherited massive levels of debt and a $30 billion infrastructure backlog. The State’s finances 
were on an unsustainable path. 
 
“The NSW Liberals & Nationals have got the Budget under control; we’ve instilled discipline across 
government while investing in the areas where it’s most needed.” 
 
In handing down its report Moody’s noted: 
 
“New South Wales' credit quality reflects its diverse economic base, considerable budget flexibility, 
and secure and predictable grants from the Commonwealth. The ratings also take into account the 
state's progress in narrowing its fiscal deficits -- which have been registered since 2008/09. 
 
“…the government's ongoing resolve to contain spending and implement additional budgetary 
redress measures, if required, will be important to maintaining debt at levels consistent with the 
rating.” 
 
Mr Constance said the triple-A credit rating would be put at risk under a future Labor government, 
leaving taxpayers to pay billions of dollars in additional interest costs. 
 
“Moody’s has made clear today that if NSW weakens its resolve to bring expenditures in line with 
revenues, then they would consider downgrading our rating,” Mr Constance said. 
 
“This is a situation John Robertson is willing to accept. To lose the triple-A would come at an 
incredible cost to the State and would leave us facing additional interest expenses instead of using 
those funds to invest in services and infrastructure that the community expects. 
 
“Today’s announcement is a clear endorsement of the economic and fiscal strategy implemented 
under the NSW Liberals & Nationals Government over the past three and a half years.” 
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